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BlueSpice 2.27.0-beta is a minor and maintenance release. This is a beta release and not recommended for use in production.

BlueSpice Foundation

- AJAXInterface: quickfix to make ajax functions available
- API notifications: only show alert when there are messages.
- API: Added category store, some bugfixes and JS API store
- API: apitaskbase dataupdate: improve error handling
- API: apitasks: fix changed function name of permission callback
- API: BSApiExtJSStoreBase: extended sort logic
- API: BSApiExtJSStoreBase: Fixed sorting...
- API: BSAPITasksBase: add data update trigger on api action
- API: BSApiTitleQueryStore: Fine tuning of database query
- API: BSApiWikiSubPageTreeStore: Added I18N desc
- API: bstaskapi add posibility to share task crud permissions with visual elements
- API: ExtJS/API deleted superfluous file.
- API: Fixed possible notices in filterCallback of BSApiExtJSSStoreBase
- API: New WikiSubPageTreeStore
- API: Pass this $wgUser to UploadStash than relying on core's $wgUser
- API: TaskAPI: added silent exec method
- API: use non-disruptive alerts
- API: UserStore: include blocked information and hide blocked users
- Architecture: Added $bsgConfigFiles to extension.json
- Architecture: BSExtensionManager: Changed global name for BlueSpice extensions
- Architecture: BSExtensionManager: Fixed getResourcePath
- Architecture: BsExtensionManager: Rework of extension registration
- Architecture: BSFoundation: Partial use of new extension registration
- Architecture: Moved installer implementation to separate repo
- Architecture:: Added new maintenance script base class
- DebugLog: added documentation, cc, and factured out write method
- General: Added 'bluespice' as default special page group
- General: Added extension type bluespice for special version
- General: check namespace before dataupdate
- General: CoreHooks
- General: Fix for empty grid pages
- General: Fixed autoloader double registration
- General: JS-BlueSpice String: add ucfirst function
- General: reduce footprint
- General: removed legacy permission
- General: Removed old i18n.php files
- General:: BSFileSystemHelper: Added/fixed documentation
- Maintenance: Added output buffer and diff
- Maintenance: Adding BSFileHashCheck maintenance script
- Maintenance: BSMassEditBase: Fix for NULL content
- Output: Added bs.icons.php
- Output: Added bsgTestSystem for BlueSpice Testsystems
- Output: Added new iconfonts and made some changes to the Base Template
- Output: BsBaseTemplate et. al.: Serverside tab implementation
- Output: BsBaseTemplate: add class to getNavigationSidebar for custom icons
- Output: CRUDGrid: increased icon width
- Output: ExtJS / RL: Removed obsolete "wait-for-css"
- Output: introduce new icon-classes for WikiAdmin menu items
- Output: Remove widgetbar: added export menu
- Output: Updated the Credit SpecialPage
- Portlets: Added API portlet

BlueSpice Extensions

- Architecture: Switched extension registration to extension.json
- Architecture: finished switch from AJAX handler to API
- AboutBlueSpice: Changed global name for BlueSpice extensions
- AboutBlueSpice: Modified logo in sidebar
- AboutBlueSpice: Register new permission and add permission check on view of special page
- Avatars: Using the new extension registration
- Avatars: Fixed bug when saving files
- Blog: Minor changes to the styling
- Blog: Register new permission and add permission check on view of special page "Blog"
- Blog: repace action=blog with special page
- BlueSpiceFeedbackHelper: removed extension
- ContextMenu: Fixed access to wgFileExtensions
- Dashboards: Register new permission and add permission check on view of special page "User dashboard"
- Dashboards: Workaround for JS TypeError
- Extended Search: Changed default facet operator to AND
- ExtendedSearch: add special page and permission for admin page
- ExtendedSearch: Fixed response handling SolrPhpClient for certain Tomcat versions (8.5)
- ExtendedSearch: Added client side hook point that allows to add custom logic that executes after the UI has been updated using the ajax call.
- ExtendedSearch: Do not automatically use fuzzy search when query is already fuzzy
- ExtendedSearch: New ux for facet operators
- ExtendedSearch: Register new permission and add permission check on view of special page
- ExtendedSearch: Show facet view when search yields no result
- Extension: Use unobtrusive alert
- Extension: Works with new registration of BlueSpice extensions
- Extensions: Removed old i18n.php files
- Extensions: Replaced $GLOBAL['wgAutoloadClasses'] with $wgAutoloadClasses
- Flexiskin: Use combobox for logo and background
- Flexiskin: add special page and permission
- FlexiSkin: Fixed i18N messages for automated testing
- GroupManager: Move to special page and register own permission
- GroupManager: Re-enable permission cleanup after deletion
- GroupManager: Use unobtrusive alert
- InsertCategory: Add ucfirst js function to make it compatible with mw 1.27
- InsertCategory: JS replace moved ucfirst call
- InsertCategory: Use unobtrusive alert
- InsertFile: Fixed access to wgFileExtensions
- InsertFile: Add option to insert file on pure text selection
- InsertFile: Fixed i18N messages for automated testing
- InsertFile: Fixed IE issue with DOM ranges
- InsertFile: Fixed issue with pseudo protocol
- InsertFile: Made compatible with MW1.27
- InsertLink: Fixed IE error when selection is collapsed
- InsertLink: JAR Permissions & new JNLP endpoint
- InsertLink: Patch is replacing " " with %20 in href of external links
- InsertLink: replace jar file with valid signed certificate
- InsertMagic: Fixed i18N messages for automated testing
- InterWikiLinks: Add specialpage and view permission
- InterWikiLinks: Fixed permission mapping in JS definition
- InterwikiManager: Use unobtrusive alert and enable filters
- NamespaceManager: Fixed function definition to match base class
- NamespaceManager: Fixed logic for system namespaces
- Namespacemanager: Use existing constants and sanitize constant names
- NamespaceManager: Use unobtrusive alert
- NamespaceManager: create special page and custom permission
- Notifications: Removed old unused left over files
- PageAccess: Register new permission and add permission check on view of special page
- PageAssignments: Activated PageAssignments | Removed ResponsibleEditors
- PageAssignments: Added Dashboard portlets
- PageAssignments: Added i18N for permissions
- PageAssignments: Added UEModulePDF and Bookshelf integration
- PageAssignments: Fixed getForPage task permission
- PageAssignments: Incorporated functionality previously known as extension AssignedUsersAdditionalPermissions
- PageAssignments: New extension
- PageAssignments: ResponsibleEditors migration via update.php
- PageAssignments: WikiExplorer integration
- PageTemplates: Fixed I18N messages for automated testing
- PageTemplates: Fixed erroneous namespace prefix save to database
- PageTemplates: Moved admin page to custom special page and add permission
- PermissionManager: Removed legacy permission
- PermissionManager: Added Validator for read permission to prevent sysop lockout
- PermissionManager: Fixed template editor for list divergence on insert new and cancel fix template list (permission grid panel) on new template
- PermissionManager: Fixed I18N messages for automated testing
- PermissionManager: move to special page and register own permission improve message key usage as suggested in comments fix getRequiredTaskPermissions as needed by base class
- PermissionManager: Use unobtrusive alert
- Preferences: Added special page and permission
- Preferences: Updated user sidebar for moved admin special pages
- Readers: Fixed specialpage grids
- Readers: Switched to new api base. Code cleanup. Use mw.config
- ResponsibleEditors: Fixed I18N messages for automated testing
- ResponsibleEditors: Reference implementation - add config and mapper function for bluespice semantic special property
- ResponsibleEditors: update specialproperties definition to suite current smw-extra-special-properties
- ResponsibleEditors: Deprecated extension in favor of PageAssignments
- Review: Fixed review function for other namespace, eg. help pages
- Review: Fixed I18N messages for automated testing
- Review: Using own user store to filter by permission 'workflowview'
- RSSFeeder: Register new permission and add permission check on view of special page
- SaferEdit: Fixed deprecated access to global state
- ShoutBox: Fixed I18N messages for automated testing
- Shoutbox: Use unobtrusive alert
- Smartlist: Inserted i18n description for api
- Smartlist: Inserted js dependencies switch to js class BS.portal.APIPortlet
- Smartlist: Fixed task function on "YourEdits portlet"
- Statistics: Bugfixes: search stats and week grain
- Statistics: Replaced mysql with mysqli command
- TopMenuBarCustomizer: add element for icon to anchor-tag
- UEModulePDF: Added context information
- UEModulePDF: Adding UnitTests
- UEModulePDF: Switched from title action to export menu
- UEModulePDF: Fixed issue with file path in findFiles
- UniversalExport: Fixed issue with double jumpmarks in getBookmarkElement-ForPageDOM
- UsageTracker: initial commit and reference implementation
- UserManager: Fixed RemoveGroups calculation
- UserManager: Moved to specialpage and add permission
- UserManager: Quickfix for missing groups in combobox
- UserManager: Use block to enable / disable users
- UserManager: Use wgAddGroups and wgRemoveGroups
- UserSidebar: Fixed I18N messages for automated testing
- VisualEditor: Patch is replacing " " with %20 in href of external links
- VisualEditor: 'checkLink' API recognizes MEDIA
- VisualEditor: Removed 'code' from list of special tags so its content is displayed properly
- VisualEditor: Restored missing BSConfig var registration
- WantedArticles: Use unobtrusive alert
- WantedArticle: Deprecated extension
- Widgetbar: Deprecated WidgetBar extension
- WikiAdmin: Changed admin page links to special pages
- WikiAdmin: Removed unused getForm methods
- WikiAdmin: Removed legacy permission
- WikiAdmin: add classes to use font-icons in onBSWikiAdminMenuItems hooks

BlueSpice Skin

- Added some restyling for the more menu and export menu
- BSTopMenuBar: Removed !important in styling
- CSS class "wikitable": reset to MW default
- Fixed data-after-content marker
- New class for WikiAdmin menu items
- onSkinTemplateOutputPageBeforeExec: fixed position for pt-notifications-alert
- Reducing FOUC on jQuery UI Tabs
- Remove widgets: Added export menu bar/removed title actions
- Sidebar navigation tabs
- Sidebar using icomoon fonts instead of sprite
- skin.menuTop.js - add/remove class 'open' to #bs-personal-name on click
- Switched from deprecated DoEditSectionLink hook to new SkinEditSectionLinks

Compatibility

- MediaWiki 1.27
- PHP 5.6 or later
- MySQL 5.0 or later
Webservices

- Java 6, 7 or 8
- Tomcat 6, 7 or 8
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Translation

BlueSpice is translated at translatewiki.net. Many, many thanks for your contributions! Special thanks go out to Raimond Spekking and Siebrand Mazeland for all the i18n reviews.
Standing on the shoulders of giants
We would like to thank all the people around MediaWiki. You've created a wonderful piece of software. Thanks a lot!